


“Dream, Dream, Dream.

Dreams transform into thoughts. And thoughts
result in action.” ― Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
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The pages of this Coffee Table Book capture the dynamic life of First Year
Engineering students who stepped into the wonderful world of Vidyalankar Institute of
Technology in the Academic Year 2019-20.

Every page features the thrilling journey and cherished memories that encapsulate
the encouraging academic environment at VIT, the plethora of co-curricular and
extra-curricular activities that the First Year students participated in, the multi-
faceted achievements of students, and the strong support system provided by the
First Year faculty in the Academic Year 2019-20.

With the theme of “Roots to Wings”, the Coffee Table Book showcases how the First
Year Department is nurturing the roots and strengthening the wings to enable
students to reach their true potential.

Why is First Year engineering at VIT so dynamic?



Say Cheese!
When exactly after a decade, I was once again entrusted with the responsibility of leading the First Year

Engineering Team, I was experiencing a mixed bag of emotions. While I was feeling honoured for being

considered for this post for a second stint, it was also a great bonding exercise to bring together the faculty of a

bouquet of varied subjects, all of us connected by a strong wish to offer the best possible learning experiences to

the First Year student community. What excited me the most was the unique opportunity to better understand

the specific requirements of the millennial generation of youngsters, not only as an educator and mentor, but

also as an administrator and change agent.

As the roller coaster ride of the Academic Year 2019-20 comes to an end, it is time to take a walk down memory

lane and celebrate our small victories, pat ourselves on the back for tiding over some really challenging and

unprecedented times, and cherish our amazing bonding with the students. It was with great hope that we

warmly welcomed our new batch of First Year students with the Orientation and Induction Programs. Together

we spent a great year, marked by learning and assignments, tests and exams, academic success, fresher's eve,

sports, an educational tour, short seminars by experts from various domains, a scintillating guest talk by an

alumnus, class photographs and many more lovely memories. Then out of the blue, the pandemic struck before

the semester could be over. Even amidst lockdown we stayed connected with our students through online

sessions, webinars, creative and fun competitions, internships and completed an array of online courses and

training programs and equipped ourselves with some great tips on conducting effective online sessions.

Collectively we proved that “learning never stops!” This Coffee Table Book aims to capture the essence of our

beautiful moments together.

The seeds of releasing a Department Coffee Table Book were sown and nurtured by me and Meenakshi to capture the beautiful memories of the First Year

Engineering journey of the 2019-20 batch. Guided by us, the team worked on the structure and the content and displayed incredible creativity in giving

shape to the ideas. As the Department is all set to welcome a new set of students, we are excited with the opportunity of offering blended learning

experiences. On a concluding note, I would like to remind our readers that “Life is like a camera. Just focus on what's important and capture the good

times. Develop from the negatives, and if things don't work out, just take another shot.” Say cheese and keep smiling!

Sonaali Borkar

In-charge, First Year Engineering

Vidyalankar Institute of Technology





The promise of new beginnings

The fear of new surroundings

New friendships to strike

Amidst dazed expressions alike

Thus began your student life at college

An unending quest for knowledge

The assurances of your teachers

The help extended by your seniors

The entertaining bus journey and the edu-tour

The guest seminars had some inspiring fundas for sure

Mondays were serious business with the corporate look

The creative teamwork on the board activity taught

more than a book

A warm welcome at the “Orientation”
Your seniors made you aware at the “Induction”
A glimpse into the campus facilities

And the plethora of fun activities

The scramble for capturing the last bench

The shared dabbas, the delicious group lunch

The chit-chat and the precious short break

During long lectures, the challenge to keep awake!

Letting your hair down at the Fresher’s Party

It was fun to participate in Mr. and Ms. VIT

Then came along your very first annual fest

Chilling with friends felt the very best

Aah, how can you forget your first semester exam?

Trying to recollect all that you had to cram

The wonderful results that made your family prouder

Uh oh…a KT! Never mind; a little jolt to study harder

Then came the sudden lockdown out of the blue

About your regular routine, there was no clue

Yet, on your priorities, you started focusing

Online knowledge you started pursuing

Virtually you kept alive your friendship

You attended Webinars, pursued internship

You participated in quizzes and competitions

You strived to develop positive situations

As you move ahead to the Second Year of Engineering

Do remember your first memories of college days

amazing

Good luck, study well, be healthy, make a mark anew

Be assured that the First Year Team is always there for

you!!

Meenakshi Nandula

Department Academic Officer

First Year Engineering

Vidyalankar Institute of Technology

An Ode to the First Year students of 2019-2020



NURTURING ROOTS
“You have to grow from the inside out…There is no other teacher but your

own soul.” ― Swami Vivekananda



“Give the ones you love wings to fly, roots 
to come back and reasons to stay.”

―Dalai Lama

Illuminating the commencement of the New

Academic Year, the minds of our appetent

entrants were kindled by stating the importance

of First Year in the Engineering tenure and also by

emphasizing the importance of habitual studies

and sincere attendance.



To brief the students about

the planning of the upcoming

semester, an Induction program

was conducted by the FE

Department. It was aimed to

make them aware of all the

subjects in Semester II and

their real life application and

also to give an overview of V-

Provisions available in the

institute. The importance and

scope of aspects of the subjects

in the semester was elucidated

comprehensively by propelling

the students to develop

research and analytical skills.

“The mind is everything. What you think you 
become.” ― Buddha



“Winners don't do different things. They do things
differently.” ― Shiv Khera

A series of enthralling sessions piloted by the

energetic faculty of the First Year Department

boosted the newly admitted students unclogging

their interrogative minds about the new academic

environment by means of various activities like

Mentoring, Workshop on Human Values, Creative &

Literary activities, Diagnostic tests, etc.



“A small body of determined spirits fired by an 
unquenchable faith in their mission can alter the course of 

history.”  ― Mahatma Gandhi

Going an extra mile was a key strategy of the

First Year Department in order to attain

dynamic results and exceed expectations,

fulfilling the aim of 100% results which was

executed through different activities that

included meticulous problem solving,

conduction of POP QUIZ, NPTEL lectures,

POSTER PRESENTATIONS etc. making the

sessions interactive and build stronger

concepts with respect to the FE syllabus.



“Meeting the deadlines is not good enough, beating the
deadlines is my expectation.”

Benefitting students who joined the Institute

late on account of later rounds of admission,

the faculty put their best foot forward with all

the endeavour to conduct extra lectures along

with library sessions for the students who

joined late, which helped them get grip of the

ongoing syllabus in the regular lectures.



“Walk on with hope in your heart, and you'll never walk
alone.” ― Shah Rukh Khan

Elevating the sense of synergism and creating an

environment of collaboration to benefit the

students for the examination preparation, an

activity called “Study Circle” was formed which

led to group study and personal interaction with

the subject teachers thus enabling students sharpen

their concepts and prepare effectively for the

upcoming examinations.



“Excellence is a continuous process and not an
accident.” ― Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

Accelerating the performance and strengthening the

concepts of the students facing University Exams for

the first time, a Last Minute Revision Session was

conducted by the Department on student demand

that included discussions on paper pattern, question

banks, strategic tips etc. which proved to be quite

constructive for all students.



Organized for the first time using advanced technology, the

Department of Mathematics & Statistics conducted a special

activity named the You-Tube Live Doubt Clearing Sessions just a

few days before the examination with a perception of the

accessibility of each student that facilitated to clarify students

queries and last minute doubts in Mathematics.

“Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids
working together and motivating them, the teacher is
the most important.” ― Bill Gates



IEDP Cell is intended to work for students having subject

failures. Counselling program is arranged for parents and students having KT in FE

subjects. Students are motivated to study hard and clear subjects in upcoming

semester exam. Remedial sessions are arranged in weekdays and weekends as per

the requirements of students. Students are provided with handwritten notes

prepared by individual faculty along with crash courses arranged by expert

faculty. Students and parents are kept in touch with department

through WhatsApp group, text messages, frequent calls and emails.

“If I, being a mother, can win a medal, so can you all. Take
me as an example and don't give up.” ― Mary Kom.



“The first thing others see is YOU—not your
resume, background, or credentials. A
picture is truly worth a thousand words and
how you dress is the “picture” you provide
for all the world to see.” ― Susan C. Young

The Department of First Year Engineering has initiated

“Monday Formals” – a special weekly dress code for First

Year students as a result of which, every Monday, students

used to come to college in formal attire. The intended

objective was to get them accustomed to formal attire as

eventually they would be a part of the corporate world.

This activity served to foster a feeling of professionalism

and a sense of unity among students.



“Always think outside the box and embrace opportunities
that appear, wherever they might be.” ― Lakshmi Mittal

Putting up a plethora of various entertaining

performances by the VIT Student Council, the students of

First Year added to the spark and had a ball throughout

the musical performance by APACHES, dance

performance by SHOW STEALERS & BEAT BREAKERS

and finally the MR. and MS. FRESHER CONTEST .



“Being perfectly well-dressed gives one a tranquillity
that no religion can bestow.” ―Ralph Waldo Emerson

Dressing up in formal attire, the entire faculty and

students of the First Year Department geared

themselves to be clicked under one frame which

would be remembered as -The FE Batch of

2019-2020.

INFT B

INFT A



CMPN A

CMPN B ETRX B

ETRX A



EXTC B

BIOMED

EXTC A



Stimulating Fertilizers

“Positivity is like the fertilizer that will help the seed to grow.”



National Award Winning Founder of Alter Ego Learning

and alumnus of VIT, Mr. Abhay Valsangar facilitated a

robust start to the engineering career of students,

aligning them to achieve smart goals through his striking

and stimulating lecture on “Power of Beginnings”
developing the right approach towards one’s future and

also motivating their self-confidence.

“Have the courage to follow your heart and intuition.
They somehow know what you truly want to
become.”―Bill Gates



A short Seminar Series was conducted for students to apprise all

about some very important aspects of professional and civil life.

Sessions on road safety, UPSC and MPSC, Professional Attire and

Grooming, Table Etiquettes were some of the areas which helped to

enlighten the minds of students.

“Learning never exhausts the mind.”― Leonardo da Vinci



International Bike Racer Mr. Badal Doshi was invited to

create awareness of road safety and inculcate healthy

riding habits in our students. The seminar highlighted the

significance of road safety, traffic rules and regulations,

common mistakes drivers make while riding a vehicle,

understanding of how to handle a bike, and

understanding of automobile technical terms like

optimum speed, tyre pressure, free pedal length etc. The

seminar left a good impact on students and their

mindset.

“For safety is not a gadget but a state
of mind.”― Eleanor Everet



Dy. RTO, and Jt. Secretary of RTO Association

of Maharashtra, Mr. Bharat Raut shared his

knowledge and experience on UPSC/MPSC

examinations. Being a publisher of four books

on MPSC, he intended to create awareness

about competitive MPSC-UPSC examinations,

the seminar highlighted the importance of

competitive exams in today’s world, its rules

and regulations and understanding of social

responsibilities being a Government officer. To

add to these, he also shared with students his

mantra for success in competitive exams.

“It always seems impossible until it’s done.” ― Nelson Mandela



To bridge the gap between professional and corporate

etiquettes, Ms Jaishri Kimmatkar, Director, Chief Image

Consultant and soft skills trainer at Image Personified,

conducted a session to create awareness of professional

etiquettes in our First Year students and helped them to

understand the various levels of formal attire and personal

grooming required in the professional world. Another

seminar was conducted on “Basic Table Etiquette”, especially

with regard to professional dining mannerisms.

“Be sincere, Be brief, Be seated.”― Franklin Delano Roosevelt



Keeping in view the significance of building a strong and impactful digital profile in today’s world, the Webinar on

“Create an Impactful Online Persona through Digital Profiling” infilled the students with the lesson that designing of

the persona is imperative by targeting the right avenues, contributing content digitally, following experts, writing

articles and publishing projects. The speakers were Mr. Nilesh Mahajan, Vice President, Reliance Jio; Mr.

Prasad Tokekar, Sr. Vice President – Employee Relations and Compliance, Reliance Jio and Reliance Retail and

Miss Tejaswini Gupta, Risk consultant with Flexi loans.

“The internet is becoming the town square for the global village of
tomorrow.”



A Webinar on Positive Outlook towards Transforming Current Challenges into Opportunities where

the speakers were Mr. Mahesh Kshirsagar, Chief Technology Officer, Analytics & Insights Unit, and

Mr. Rajiv Noronha, Head HR, Analytics & Insights Unit who highlighted the attributes for

employability like having positive mindset, application of knowledge, team-building, peer learning,

ability to question, holistic thinking. The key point of their message was a new acronym for COVID-

19 as ‘Comprehending Opportunities Via Informed Discovery @’19 for the FE students.

“Just don’t give up trying to do what you really want to do. 
Where  there is love and inspiration, I don’t think you can go 
wrong.”



Skilled Gardeners

“It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression 
and knowledge.” ― Albert Einstein



An opportunity provided to the Parents

of the First Year Students in The Parents-

Teacher’s Meet which exemplified the

various practices of VIT like Mission

100, Certification Courses, Extra

Lectures, Subject Induction, Placement

activities, etc. assuring the parents their

merited selection of the Institute.

“Once we decide we have to do something, we can go
miles ahead.” ― Narendra Modi



Facilitating a jumpstart to the first

semester start, Mr. Shreekant Shiralkar

and Mr. Gaurav Ghelani from TCS

highlighted attributes required for

‘Problem Based Learning’ among

students which led to active

involvement by the faculties and also

focussed on the impeccable learning

and development of students through

SWOT Analysis.

“For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we 
learn by doing them.”  ― Aristotle



“eLearning doesn’t just “happen”! It requires careful 
planning and implementation.”

Vidyalankar Institute of Technology’s First Year Engineering

Department organized a One Week Faculty Development

Program from 21 – 25 June 2020. Experts in academia and ICT

from prestigious institutes such as IITB, IIDE, University of

Mumbai (IDOL), Mathworks delivered hands-on sessions. The

FDP saw active participation of around 700 faculty from across

India. The program aimed to strengthen the online teaching

learning process for faculty and provide them with modern

tools and gadgets to be used effectively which will ultimately

help in engaging new learners.



The FDP was enlightened by speakers from diverse fields like Dr. Sameer Sahasrabudhe, Director, Educational Multimedia

Research Centre, Pune; Mr. Mandar Bhanushe - Assistant Director, Institute of Distance and Open Learning; Sumit Tyagi, AICTE

FDP programs Subject Expert; Anurag Mishra , Co-founder, CipherSchools Dr. Saurabh Mehta, Chief Academic Officer, VIT;

Saikiran Dudyala, National Operations Manager of Career Labs, Senior Manager, BJYU’s Think and Learn Pvt. Ltd.; Dr. Anita

Diwakar , Educational Technology Expert, IIT Bombay ; Mr. Praful Pai , Mathworks; Mr. Anuraag Deep, Ph.D. Scholar in Inter

Disciplinary Program in Education from IIT, Bombay; Mr. Karan Shah, CEO and founder, IIDE; Ms. Ajita Deshmukh, Assistant

Professor at ICT with the School of Education and Research, MIT-ADT University, Pune, India

“Digital Citizenship is character 
education.”



“A person who never made mistakes, never tried 
anything new.” ― Albert Einstein

First Year Engineering’s IEDP Committee organized a

vitalizing address by the Vidyalankar Counsellor Ms.

Archana Samarth to impart a sense of positivity to help

students develop methods and strategies to clear their

examination backlog successfully.



“Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success.”― Henry Ford

A meticulous planning for the

upcoming Even Semester in the

Cluster Subject Workshop gave

an opportunity to the members

of the Department of First Year

materialize together as a team

to discuss, demonstrate and

ponder about the preparations

and rendition of the syllabus

for the new semester which

was facilitated by Prof. Sonaali

Borkar, the Department

Academic Officer Prof.

Meenakshi Nandula and the

cluster heads of the all subjects.



Far-reaching Wings

“Look at the sky. We are not alone. The whole universe is friendly to us and
conspires only to those who dream and work.” ― Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam



The visit to Vigyan Ashram, the center of

Indian Institute of Education (IIE) Pune is

yet another event to cherish today. The

Edu Tour provided a good opportunity

to gain full awareness of different

technological projects such

as Composter, Dome dryer, Rainwater

harvesting and many more. The most

enthralling part was that all projects were

developed by their students for various

real life applications.

“Educational tour is considered as one
of the tactical methods of teaching. It
gives exposure from academic point of
view.”



The Department of First Year Engineering issued

to each and every new entrant an Induction

Diary which resembled the idea of maintaining a

memory journal that would help the students

compile the memories they created in their first

year. Through a host of extracurricular and

co-curricular activities organized by the Institute,

students registered themselves in various events

and subsequently penned down their memories

in their own words and through beautiful

pictures they clicked during every event. The

students depicted through the induction diary

their joyful learning experience in the First Year

at VIT.

“The beginning is the most important
part of the work.” ― Plato



“The present changes the past. Looking back you do
not find what you left behind.” ― Kiran Desai



Ms. Somita Chaudhari presented an E-Lightning Poster on “Implementing
Sustainable Development” and “Empowering Students and Academic

Communities for Coastal Cleaning and Beach Sweeping programs along

Arabian Sea using Information and Communication Technologies” along

with chairing two sessions at Ocean Science Meeting 2020 at San Diego,

USA from 16-21 February 2020

“After all, we make ourselves according to the
ideas we have of our possibilities.” ― V.S. Naipaul



A Delegation of VIT students participated and won accolades in Rotaract Club

of Jai Hind Model United Nations 2019 and in SIES GST Model United

Nations 2020. Priyanka Kulkarni received a Higher Commendation in the

Committee Lok Sabha. Srishti Sharma received a Special Mention in the

Committee Lok Sabha; Deepankar Bhade and Chinmay Ranade won Special

Mention in UNHRC; Ashish Kumar received a Higher Commendation in the

Committee UNHRC; Karzan Kumana, Sonali Bedade, Ashish Kumar, Rugved

Kharbade and Harsh Khedwal participated in Lok Sabha

“Model UN trains today’s students to tomorrow’s 
leaders. Students who do model UN would one day 
change the world.”



“Water is the driving force of all
nature”― Leonardo da Vinci.

It is rightly said, "No Water. No

Life. No Blue. No Green!" With

an objective of sensitizing

students and to spread

awareness on the significance

of water conservation, Poster

Making Activity was organized

on the eve of World Water

Day observed annually on 22

March. Kaveya Sivaprakasam
was adjudged as the winner in

the handmade poster category

and Mihir Madkaikar was

adjudged as the winner in the

digital poster category. The

winners and participants were

awarded certificates.



“The only way to do great work is to love what you do. If you haven’t found it yet,
keep looking. Don’t settle. As with all matters of the heart, you’ll know when you
find it.” ― Steve Jobs

Under internship cell, special drive was initiated

by Department of First Year engineering to

provide e-Internships during Covid-19

lockdown. Out of 124 interested students, 87

internships are provided to 54 students during

March 2020 to July 2020 (lockdown period)

of academic year 2019-20. Top Companies like

Gaming monk, Cloud Counselage and Brand

Factory offered scholarship with adequate

compensation. It was a new learning

experience and a fruitful utilisation of

lockdown period.



It is a welcome drive for the

students to have the first ever

“First Impressions” - the official

blog of Vidyalankar Institute of

Technology’s First Year Engineering

Department. This blog features

posts on a diverse platter of topics

ranging from technology, travel,

hobbies, health, lifestyle, career,

and festivals. Let’s stay connected

with this new beginning, and let us

unlock endless possibilities…. may

this journey inspire others to share

their amazing stories!

“If you want to be a writer, you must do
two things above all: Read a lot and write
a lot.” ― Stephen King



“Behind every successful women is a tribe of
other successful women, who have her back.”

On the occasion of International Women’s Day, women

students and women faculty of First Year Engineering displayed

the spirit of solidarity and support with a WE formation.



To expand one’s knowledge of things and

enable students to think out of the box, a

Fun Quiz Competition was organized by the

First Year Department. It aimed to encourage

students to look beyond their textual

knowledge and establish a connect between

theory and application of the learnt concepts

on GK, logical reasoning and fun facts on

Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, Mechanics,

Communication Skills, GK, reasoning

backgrounds which will encourage students

to use their knowledge and think creatively.

“Life is an exam where the syllabus is unknown and
question papers are not set. Nor are there model
answer papers.” ― Sudha Murthy



“ Creativity is nothing but a mind set free.”―Torrie T. Asai

To proliferate a pragmatic

sense in the pandemic situation,

“Hello July – An Online

Creative Competition on

Literary & Art” was organized

by the First Year Engineering to

celebrate the month of July

through the different important

days and events happening in

July by literary & art events.

The artistry of students was

explored through various topics

which celebrated great

personalities, Indian events,

significance of the July month

and many more from the

month itself.
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“We can give our children only two things in life which are essential.
Strong roots and powerful wings. Then they may fly anywhere and
live independently. Of all the luxuries in life, the greatest luxury is
getting freedom of the right kind.” ― Sudha Murthy




